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 I started to think that maybe a newer version of wifisky was needed. Is that normal? How is the performance of S4 on CM 10
lollipop compared to CM 9 and Android N(oficiallly)? He says it's the same. I just have to install apps like access point, wifi
manager etc which are not available on official android. Please help me. I need to know, should I wait for CM 10 lollipop or

install ROMs like kodak, netwalker etc. I'm currently on CM 10. I haven't installed any ROM yet. I only installed from kodak. Is
it safe? Hi I've been on the netwalker team for the past few years and this is the first time I see this ROM. Are you not following

us on twitter? We've been pushing this ROM out for a few days now. You can try the CVS snapshot at Git Hub if you wish to
have the best out of the box experience. Somewhere in the "Blacklist" configuration I managed to turn off Access Point mode

for my Samsung Z5 It also affects wifi and I need wifi sometimes. I searched for it on google and found this thread from
webupd8 team: I followed the steps here and now I have no access point in the list. It's kind of good I think, but I still need to

use wifi sometimes. Sometime ago I saw someone posted that there was a way to set the DEVICE_ID on A7 to a random
number in an environment variable. This would avoid the blacklist problem. Is it correct? I would recommend that people wait
for the official release of CM10, or at least a stable version. That would depend on how old your phone is. I think there's just a
minor bug that keeps people from building the latest version of the CM10 for that specific device. If you'd wait for a couple

weeks for the RC and stable builds, then the problem would likely have been fixed. That would depend on how old your phone
is. I think there's just a minor bug that keeps people from building the latest version of the CM10 for that specific device. If

you'd wait for a couple weeks for the RC and stable builds, then the problem 82157476af
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